
I am Tiffany Tracy McTaggart, Tiffany, Princess of Lancashire and next in line for 
The Throne of The British Empire Worldwide and I have overwhelming evidence of this 
fact. I am nobility, not royalty. Nobility Serves Others. I have the completed and 
corrected Bible as proof. Never bow down to me, it is unholy. Only bow down to God, 
no one else.

The Prime Minister of Canada would like to legislate The Crown away with the stroke 
of a pen. It is my inheritance. My family were tobacco merchants worldwide.

China is creating green house gases using their factories to warm the polar cap. 
Vladimir Putin’s ultimate goal is warm water ports for trade with North America and 
to completely open The Northern Sea Route. Iran’s voice of God technology is also 
being used. Everything is Electromagnetic Spectrum based, photons for light to 
create images, chemical reactions and the portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
known as radio, to make people hear voices.

The naive United States of America is doing warm air experiments in The Western 
Arctic that affects weather in Wisconsin. Vladimir Putin wants to be a Czar with the
4 traditional state religions. He will be friendly until he gets what he wants. Then
he will be The New Hitler. He is consolidating power with the KGB, he has absolute 
power in Russia, can’t be voted out and he’s telling all his Former Soviet Union KGB
friends, “I have absolute power and I’m not afraid to use it”. The Bible says he 
will even go after “The Land of Decoration”, Israel.

There will not be a United States of Russia as you imagine United States of America 
and The Vatican is with Satan, they will not be your credit card and they are lying 
about bailing you out if you need it. I know about your messaging to the Vatican, it
was clear to me what you were thinking. You are deluded. I don’t want you to be a 
bombed out 3rd world nation, so listen to my economic instructions, microeconomics 
and macroeconomics combined. God doesn’t want His Children in the United States to 
have that fate. The Axis of Evil is The King of The North, you are part of The King 
of The South in Bible Prophecy. The false gods of The East must be humiliated and 
Western Culture must become richer than Dubai. Their gods are imaginary and can do 
nothing. Do not be afraid of anything. So saith The Daughter of Y’hayah, The Lioness
of Yudah, Daughter and Prophetess of The Sacred Spirit and so saith God.

Global 9/11 involves Axis of Evil civilian aircraft and the same technology that was
used to down The United States of America Stealth Drone will be used to down Western
Culture civilian aircraft on autopilot. Intermediate Landing System (ILS) must not 
be used for now, Precision Approach Radar (PAR) only and maintain visual contact as 
much as possible for landing. No consumer electronics in aircraft washrooms at all, 
the same technology used for Internet over the wiring in your home has enabled 
terrorists to hack the grid and disrupt any electrical system. Critical components 
on aircraft must have their control panels coated with copper tempest shielding 
paint.

I require emergency medical assistance and world class security and I am asking The 
United Nations for help.

There is up to a 13 hour wait time at Montfort Hospital Emergency Ward in Ottawa, 



Canada, hours until you reach the “quick assessment” Doctor. It’s a mini torture 
chamber and reflects the mind of Satan. I require powerful pain relief for my knees 
to walk normally, I was only given enough for slight relief with no refills so I 
will have to repeat the process and experience the extreme pain all over again. I 
require 5-10mg of morphine, I was given .5mg and only enough for a few days.I am 
love with mercy and a nurturing woman and experienced this along with many other 
people.

The United States and Canada asylum deal must be stopped or there will be no escape 
for people like me, geniuses in their field, a threat to evil people with power.

I have enough information to completely balance The World Economomy by revitalizing 
The Economy of The United States of America.

Technology for The New Reality includes The Tiger – China’s Infrasound Weapon 
confirmed by Scientists

https://weonlylove.org/technology-for-the-new-reality/

The Economic Plan includes Volume of Consumers – China’s Economic Weapon

https://bingisbetter.wordpress.com/

Tiffany, Princess of Lancashire

https://weonlylove.org/the-cia-knows-my-family-history/

My life has been threatened more than once.

Russia 2022

https://weonlylove.org/russia-2022/

The god of The Vatican

https://weonlylove.org/watch-tower-christian-kabbalism-and-kabbalistic-judaism-expos
ed/

I will have the prototype power bar that makes computers unhackable and the 
attenuation cable for DSL Modems that eliminates ramping on The Internet with me as 
proof.

This is not a joke, it is pure science and mathematics. I have 25 years of Biblical 
Research Experience and 15 years of Military Communications Research Experience.

Tiffany Tracy McTaggart

https://weonlylove.org


